
The remarkable nature of Rapa Nui (Easter 
Island) is so much more than its renowned 
colossal statues, known as moai. The moai 
are indisputably monumental; those set up 
on stone ceremonial platforms (ahu) are up 
to 10m in height (Fig. 1), while even larger 
statues, up to a vast 22m, remain at the 
statue quarry of Rano Raraku. However, what 
is most impressive and intellectually stimu-
lating is the island-wide scale and intercon-
nectivity of the architectural outcomes and 
meaning endowed in its prehistoric stone 
garnering, quarrying and construction activi-
ties (Hamilton et al., 2011). The ‘Rapa Nui 
Landscapes of Construction Project’ (LOC) 
is particularly concerned with the social and 
conceptual meanings of these construction 
undertakings and stone use. The Project was 
first reported in Archaeology International, 
when it was initially supported by a small 
grant from the British Academy (Hamilton, 
2007). We are now two field seasons into a 
4-year programme of AHRC-funded research. 
This AHRC project is based at UCL, in con-

junction with co-investigators Colin Richards 
(University of Manchester) and Kate Welham 
(Bournemouth University), and our Project 
Partner, the University of the Highlands and 
Islands (led by Jane Downes). On the Island, 
the Project works with Rapa Nui elders and 
students and in close cooperation with 
CONAF (Chilean National Parks Authority, 
Rapa Nui) and MAPSE (the Island’s Museo 
Antropologico Padre Sebastian Englert). 

Living archaeology
No archaeological fieldwork can or should 
be independent of the particular locale in 
which it takes place. Rapa Nui has a uniquely 
marooned island location, a difficult history 
and, today, a dynamic living community of 
c.5,000 persons. These three elements are at 
the core of any archaeological undertakings 
on the Island. 

Rapa Nui is a small South Pacific island of 
164 square kilometres (Fig. 2) at the south-
easternmost point of the Polynesian Trian-
gle made between Hawai’i, Aukland Island 
and Rapa Nui. It is surrounded by an infinity 
of sea, lying some 2,000km from its near-
est neighbour, Pitcairn Island, and 3,700km 
from the mainland, Central Chile. Language 
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characteristics, material culture and genetic 
analysis of mitochondrial DNA of prehis-
toric skeletons (Hagelberg, 1995) all indi-
cate that Rapa Nui was first colonised by 
eastward voyaging Polynesians. The debated 
origin point includes an island in the Mar-
quesas group, and Mangareva amongst the 
possibilities (Flenley and Bahn, 2003: chap-
ter 2). The arrival date of the founder popu-
lation has been much disputed. Tradition-
ally, on the basis of glottochronology, dated 
stratified finds and palaeo-environmental 
sequences, a ‘start’ date as early as c.AD 800 
has been advanced. More recent radiocar-
bon dates, and a critique of the pre-existing 
sequences and dates, suggest a later date 
of around the 11th century AD for the 
arrival of Polynesian colonists (Flenley and 
Bahn, 2007a; 2007b; Hunt and Lipo, 2006; 
Wilmhurst et al., 2010). Either way, the con-
struction of Rapa Nui’s iconic monuments 
appears to have been fully established by 
AD 1200. 

The Island’s extreme isolation, the sug-
gested fragility of its fossil volcanic landscape 
and its low biodiversity, Polynesian-intro-
duced rats and, following its discovery by 
Europeans in 1772, the imported diseases/
epidemics that the outside world brought 
to the Island in the mid-late 19th century, 
have all variously been used to account for 
Rapa Nui’s cultural heights and troughs (Dia-
mond, 2005; Hunt and Lipo, 2007; Sahlins, 
1955). These include Rapa Nui’s remarkable 
cultural efflorescence during the statue-
building period, the cessation of statue quar-
rying c.AD1650, with associated profound 
changes in the political system, and the dis-
astrous plummet in population size, down 
from estimates of up to c.6,000 persons by 
the first European visitors to the 111 inhab-
itants recorded in the 1872 census (Flenley 
and Bahn, 2003: 169). 

Today, Rapa Nui is part of Chile, having 
been annexed in 1888. From 1903 until 1953 
the island was rented for intensive sheep 

Fig. 1: Ahu Nau Nau, showing the canoe-shaped ahu platform, its poro (sea boulder) ramp 
and partly poro-paved plaza on the landward side, and Rano Raraku statues with pukao 
(‘hats’) in place.
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rearing. This resulted in the Rapa Nui popu-
lation being forced off the land and being 
contained within the Island’s only settlement 
of Hanga Roa (Fig. 2). Paradoxically, this also 
resulted in the preservation of the Island’s 
remarkably continuous landscapes of stone 
archaeological features that are the mainstay 
of its tourist economy today. This landscape 
includes: ahu (Fig. 1); houses (including 
canoe-shaped houses: hare paenga); earthern 
cooking ovens with stone surrounds (umu); 
rock gardens and walled enclosures for plant-
ings (manavai); chicken houses (hare moai); 
quarries and statue roads; and a substantial 
repertoire of petroglyphs. The great impor-
tance of this archaeological landscape was 
recognised by Chile in declaring Rapa Nui 
as a National Park in 1935. Since 1996 Rapa 
Nui has been designated a UNESCO Cultural 

Landscape. The first commercial air-flights to 
Rapa Nui began in the 1960s and have greatly 
increased in recent times. Approximately 
70,000 tourists now visit Rapa Nui each year. 
Concurrently, there has been a major revival 
of interest in indigenous traditions and in 
fostering and maintaining Rapa Nui identity 
and independence. The Chilean government 
is now returning land to the Rapa Nui – and 
there is an urgent need to understand how 
the integrity of the archaeology across the 
Rapa Nui landscape can best be maintained 
as part of this important process. 

Rapa Nui thus has a living archaeology that 
is meaningful and integral to the present-day 
Rapa Nui community, their sense of identity 
and their understanding and use of the Island. 
LOC aims to work with the Rapa Nui commu-
nity to provide training and help to record, 
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Fig. 2: Map of Rapa Nui, showing the places mentioned in the text, including the statue 
roads; the area of red shading is the present-day town of Hanga Roa. The locations of some 
of the major image ahu (ahu with statues) around the coast are marked by black dots; >100 
of the ahu around the coast may originally have had statues, but these are too numerous to 
depict here (Martinsson-Wallin, 1994).
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investigate and conserve their own remark-
able archaeological past. In doing so LOC 
hopes to build a framework of knowledge 
that concurrently elucidates research ques-
tions and works collaboratively with the Rapa 
Nui community and authorities to provide 
resources and information for presenting 
Rapa Nui’s pre-contact past. Several Rapa Nui 
students, supervised by Sorobael Fati, a Rapa 
Nui elder (Fig. 3), have worked regularly 
with us on our excavations, and last sum-
mer the Project set up a Bursary with UCL to 
bring a Rapa Nui university student studying 
archaeology to the UK, to join the Institute 
of Archaeology’s field training course at West 
Dean, West Sussex. Francisca Pakomio was 
the first recipient of this award (Fig. 3). 

In a similar ethos we are working with 
CONAF to assist monitoring and managing 
 

Rapa Nui’s archaeological landscape. In Jan-
uary/February 2013, we undertook a survey 
for CONAF of the south-west branch of the 
‘statue road’ (Ara Moai), from Rano Raraku to 
Ahu Tetenga (Fig. 2): to verify and assess the 
archaeological context of its route; to study 
the state of preservation of the so-called ‘in 
transport statues’ along the route; and to 
make suggestions as to how best develop a 
tourist ‘Ara Moai’ trekking trail while pro-
tecting the archaeology of the route. This 
work has allowed us to consider the role and 
function of the ‘statue roads’ as connectors 
of the communities associated with the ahu 
at the coastline with Rano Raraku quarry.

Some of LOC’s recent fieldwork work, 
its interpretative framework and how it is 
being developed to provide an integrated, 
island-wide understanding of the sites and  

Fig. 3: Rapa Nui colleagues. Clockwise from left: Sorobael Fati overlooking the 2013 excava-
tions in the interior of Puna Pau (Colin Richards and Jane Downes are planning the deeply 
stratified quarry tip lines); Francisca Pakomio on the UCL Institute of Archaeology training 
excavation at West Dean, West Sussex; and Susana Nahoe, Archaeologist for CONAF Rapa 
Nui participating in our umu ceremony at the end of a Puna Pau excavation season (photos: 
M. Seager Thomas).
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monuments of the statue-building period, is 
discussed below.

Landscape boundaries with other 
worlds
Rapa Nui is triangular in shape and consists 
mainly of three extinct coalesced volcanoes: 
Terevaka, at an altitude of 507m, forms the 
bulk of the island, with two other volcanoes, 
Poike and Rano Kau, forming the eastern and 
southern tips (Fig. 2). Lesser cones and other 
volcanic features include the crater Rano 
Raraku, where the majority of the statues 
were carved, and the cinder cone of Puna 
Pau, where the red scoria statue ‘topknots’ 
or ‘hats’ (pukao) were quarried and also fac-
ing stones for the ahu platforms. There are 
three rano (freshwater crater lakes), at Rano 
Kau, Rano Raraku and Rano Aroi, near the 
summit of Terevaka, and a spring (puna) near 
Puna Pau. There are no permanent streams 
or rivers so that these sources of freshwater 
are exceptional in an otherwise waterless 
landscape; hence they have distinct phe-
nomenological, as well as practical, quali-
ties. There are also numerous volcanic caves, 
many below ground, that were used by the 
inhabitants for a range of activities and uses, 
including burial. 

The founder population may have trans-
ferred the conceptual importance of certain 
landscape places in Polynesian societies to 
Rapa Nui. In Polynesian cosmologies recur-
rent themes are: the importance of volcanoes 
and their crater vents as conduits between 
above-ground and interior worlds; concerns 
with boundaries between ‘outer’ and ‘inner’ 
worlds; and the idea that the spirits of the 
dead travelled homeward across the sea, 
westward to a point of ancestral origin (Wil-
liamson, 1933). We discuss these concerns in 
a Rapa Nui context below.

The Puna Pau red ‘topknots’ 
The Project’s focus of excavation has been in 
the Puna Pau quarry (Figs 3 and 4), which 
is situated in the south-west of the Island. 
More than 100 pukao (‘topknots’ or ‘hats’) of 
red scoria are known either from the Puna 

Pau quarry and its outer slopes or from ahu. 
They are all made of the coarse, porous, dark 
red lava that comes from Puna Pau and are 
monumental in their own right, being large 
squat cylinders up to 2.5m tall and likewise 
in diameter. Ours are the first ever excava-
tions at Puna Pau and are important for dat-
ing and defining activity at the quarry. The 
obsidian hydration dates that we obtained 
from our excavations on the outside of the 
crater indicate quarrying activity there from 
the 14th-17th centuries AD. This is in line 
with the established and later periods of 
statue use at the ahu. Quarrying inside the 
crater may have started earlier, and we await 
obsidian hydration dates and radiocarbon 
dates for LOC’s recent (2012/13) excavations 
in Puna Pau’s interior. 

We have used laser scanning and Global 
Position Satellite survey to map the complex 
present-day topography of Puna Pau (Fig. 4). 
This complexity is the outcome of the recon-
figuration of the exterior and interior of the 
cone by the major prehistoric quarrying 
activities that took place. Clearly, evidence 
of the earliest quarrying activities lies very 
deep below the present-day surface. We have 
used tomography (Fig. 4), a form of geo-
physical prospecting that provides sections 
through deeply accumulated strata, together 
with electro-conductivity and fluxgate mag-
netometry survey, to investigate the exist-
ence of both short-lived and more formalised 
routes through and out of the quarry for the 
roughed-out pukao. 

LOC’s first excavation trench was located 
on the quarry exterior where a line of quar-
ried pukao runs down the side of the cone. 
This was where our tomography survey had 
previously isolated the possibility of a com-
pact ‘road’ surface adjacent to the line of 
pukao (Hamilton, 2007: fig. 6). Excavation 
in the vicinity of one of these pukao did 
uncover an ancient road surface, with evi-
dence that the pukao had been deliberately 
placed to the side of it, in a ramped hollow 
(Fig. 4). A finely-flaked obsidian adze had 
been placed, perhaps symbolically, under-
neath the base of this pukao. This suggests 
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that the pukao running down the exterior 
of the Puna Pau cone were formally posi-
tioned as a monumental row marking a 
road/formal route-way into the quarry inte-
rior. The implication of this is that the quarry 
crater was meaningful in its own right – and 
that this was signalled by monumentally 
enhancing entry into it. 

Today, within Puna Pau’s interior, there are 
few remaining visible outcrops of workable 
scoria, the most pronounced of which form 
part of the southern slope, where a ‘rock-
face’ revealing different bands of red scoria is 
visible. It appeared that some bands or strata 
had been exploited for pukao production and 
so this location was selected for one of the 
2012/13 excavation trenches. This revealed 
the remains of bays from which the pukao 
were quarried and a carved pair of large 
‘eyes’ above an emptied quarry bay (Fig. 5). 

The eyes have a diameter of c.0.18m, with 
slightly protruding eyeballs, and are 0.3m 
apart. They are of a size that means they can 
be seen from the lip of the crater prior to 
entering the quarry. These eyes add further 
to the idea that symbolism/sacred meaning 
was attached to the cinder cone and its asso-
ciated quarrying activities. 

Excavation of a second trench in the quarry 
interior, proximate to one of a group of 
pukao rough-outs lying on the present-day 
quarry surface, located a multi-surfaced road 
through the quarry that had already been 
picked up by our resistivity survey. Excava-
tions there, and associated with the quarry 
face, have produced the first stratified assem-
blages of quarrying and working tools asso-
ciated with pukao production. These tools 
comprise stone types from many locales 

Fig. 4: Fieldwork at Puna Pau. Clockwise from top left: exterior of the Puna Pau crater, with 
the line of pukao marking the main route out of the quarry (photo: M. Seager Thomas); 
tomography analysis of the exterior of Puna Pau (image: S. Ovenden); excavation of a pukao 
and associated ‘road surface’ on the exterior of Puna Pau (photo: A. Stanford); and laser 
scanned topography of Puna Pau (image: K. Welham).
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across the Island and are indicative of island-
wide networks of stone use.

LOC’s recent work at Puna Pau therefore 
suggests several themes that we are exploring 
in other foci of our work on Rapa Nui. These 
include: the importance of eyes in Rapa Nui 
belief systems; the idea that quarry locales 
were potentially special places – to be trav-
elled to, as much as being utilitarian places 
from which to garner products; and the inter-
connectivity of stone acquisition, use and 
meanings attached to Rapa Nui’s prehistoric 
stone architecture and its locations.

The ‘eyes’ of Rano Raraku 
More than 1,000 moai are known, many of 
which remain at Rano Raraku, the statue 
quarry, either still attached to the rock or set 
up upright within the quarry (Fig. 6). Many 

others may have been completely buried by 
subsequent quarrying activities. This sug-
gests that Rano Raraku, with its crater lake, 
was important not just as a source of fresh-
water and of stone for moai creation, but also 
as a place that connected with above-ground 
and below-ground ‘worlds’ (Hamilton et al., 
2008; Richards et al., 2011). 

Rano Raraku has ‘eyes’ carved in associa-
tion with its quarry bays and, in 2013, we 
undertook a review of these to see if they 
had any similarity in location or style to our 
Puna Pau ‘eyes’. We found one similar pair of 
circular, protruding eyes carved in a quarry 
face (Fig. 5), but the c.25 others that we 
noted were lenticular in shape and similar 
to the eyes of the Rano Raraku statues when 
placed on the ahu (Fig. 7). Adam Stanford of 
Aerialcam has documented these eyes using 

Fig. 5: Carved eyes at the Puna Pau and Rano Raraku quarries. Clockwise from top left: 3D-
photogrammetry image of a single eye and pairs of lenticular and round carved eyes at 
Rano Raraku (A. Stanford); the pair of carved circular eyes in the interior of the Puna Pau 
crater; and a pair of carved lenticular eyes on the side of a Rano Raraku quarry bay (photos: 
M. Seager Thomas).
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3D photogrammetry. This provides a record 
for CONAF and, importantly, has identified 
eroded carvings of eyes that are no longer 
readily visible to the naked eye (Fig. 5). Both 
single examples and pairs of these lenticular 
eyes occur immediately above or on the sides 
of many of the Rano Raraku quarry bays, 
both inside and outside the quarry.

This concern with eyes is interesting. It 
evokes ideas of the ‘living rock’ that are noted 
in Polynesian ethnography: for example, the 
red scoria of the Marquesas, quarried for 
stone for ceremonial platforms, was consid-
ered to be living and able to replenish itself 
(Linton, 1925: 165). The watching eyes in the 
rock faces of the Puna Pau and Rano Raraku 
craters may point to a conceptual relation-
ship with the eyes of the statues. The Rano 
Raraku statues are ‘blind’ while remaining 
at the quarry – and during transport from 
the quarry (Fig. 8). It is only those set up 
on the ahu that have been given eye sockets 

(Fig. 7); occasional finds in their vicinity of 
lenticular coral irises, with scoria or obsidian 
pupils, suggest that the eyes of these moai 
were periodically activated by their insertion 
into the sockets (Martinsson-Wallin, 2007: 
46–47). The statues on the ahu were placed 
looking inland – away from the sea – and 
thus towards their source where ‘seeing’ eyes 
are carved in the quarry faces. This suggests 
that there was a spatially integrated activa-
tion of places and material culture, through 
the ascription of sentinel attributes, to exert 
influences on the living.

Follow the statue roads
Carl Lipo and Terry Hunt have used satellite 
imagery to map the so-called ‘statue roads’, 
with their recumbent roadside ‘in-transit’ 
statues, and describe them as emanating like 
‘spokes from Rano Raraku’ (2005:7; Fig. 2). 
The first recorded sighting was of the south-
west statue road by Katherine Routledge 

Fig. 6: Rano Raraku statue quarry. Clockwise from left: statues remaining attached to the 
quarry rock on the crater exterior; the interior of Rano Raraku showing the crater lake and 
(at the right-hand bottom) the head and upper torso of a large in situ statue; and view of 
the exterior (photos: M. Seager Thomas).
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(1919:194), who suggested the likelihood 
of an arrangement of roads over the Island 
to account for the many Rano Raraku moai 
across it. Routledge provided an account of 
an approach to Rano Raraku with ‘at least five 
magnificent avenues on each of which the pil-
grim was greeted at intervals by a stone giant 
guarding the way to the sacred mountain’ 
(1919:196). This idea was later superseded 
by the still popular view that the recumbent 
statues along the roads were abandoned in 
transit. Lipo and Hunt (2005) suggest that 
the bifurcating pattern of roads, as they run 
out from Rano Raraku, reflects the routes 
that the statues were taken along to differ-
ent ahu. An alternative perspective is that the 
routes to Routledge’s ‘sacred mountain’ were 
as important as the transport of some stat-
ues away from Rano Raraku. There are indi-
cations from past fieldwork that some of the 
statues were set up along the roadside. One 
of Routledge’s (1919) excavations proximate 
to the road revealed a pit in which perhaps a 

moai once stood. Excavations by Thor Heyer-
dahl and Arne Skjølsvold of two moai along 
the south-west road (Heyerdahl et al., 1989) 
suggested the presence of a ‘statue platform’ 
behind each of two recumbent moai. 

Preliminary geophysical work by LOC in 
the vicinity of the recumbent moai along 
the south-west moai road suggests further 
evidence for stone plinths, congruent with 
the idea that the statues were originally set 
up as monuments beside it (Fig. 8). LOC’s 
conservation survey for CONAF, along 2km 
of the same road, systematically considered 
the weathering patterns of 16 ‘road-side’ 
moai and the weathering features that might 
be expected on statues that were originally 
set upright and had stood for some time 
before toppling (Hamilton et al., 2013). The 
weathering patterns on several of these moai 
suggested that they had indeed been in an 
upright position for a prolonged period 
(Fig. 8); this analysis is on-going. This is sug-
gested by such features as having minimal 
weathering under the chin, a weathered 
upper belly and a less weathered under belly, 
and weathering on the under-eye area due 
to water drip from the overhanging brow. 
Such weathering patterns would have been 
unlikely to occur on statues that were in a 
recumbent position from early on in their 
history beyond the quarry.

LOC’s fieldwork therefore suggests that 
the roads were monumentalised as much for 
journeys to Rano Raraku as for the transport 
of statues from Rano Raraku. Our archaeo-
logical survey for CONAF, on an approximate 
20m-wide strip either side of the south-west 
statue road, produced numerous architec-
tural features of a more domestic nature: 
chicken houses; canoe-shaped houses; cook-
ing ovens; manavai complexes; and numer-
ous minor quarries for building stone. This 
denotes that the sacred and everyday worlds 
were in close physical proximity and that the 
constant or periodic demarcation between 
the two was the course of the road itself and 
its monumentalisation, rather than through 
an exclusion zone proximate to the road.

Fig. 7: Detail of a Rano Raraku statue at Ahu 
Nau Nau, showing eye sockets and pukao 
‘hat’ (photo: A. Stanford).
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Fig. 8: Geophysical prospection of ‘road’ statues (top and centre); and (bottom) conservation 
survey of a ‘road’ moai showing ‘blind’ eye with a weathering pattern suggesting that it was 
once standing (photos: A. Stanford).
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Architectural metaphors at 
different scales 
Monumentality in stone on Rapa Nui is not 
restricted to the statues, the statue roads and 
the ahu on which the statues were set up. Its 
architecture of the statue-building period 
suggests a complex intertwining of themes of 
origin, ancestry and conceptually dangerous 
boundaries between different worlds that are 
expressed within the imprints of the smallest 
to the largest of Rapa Nui’s stone structures, 
and recur spatially from the ahu at the coast 
to the houses and rock gardens of the inte-
rior. LOC’s on-going research is exploring 
the interconnection between these places 
and their architecture. Here, an example of 
the repetition of shared themes at different 
architectural scales and formats is briefly 
outlined using ahu and hare paenga, and this 
will be developed in our future work.

The island’s coastline is ringed with image 
ahu and the statues on the ahu are tradition-
ally believed to represent the ancestors. The 
backs of the ahu platforms face the sea and 
have crematoria on their seaward side, and 
the statues on these platforms likewise have 
their backs to the sea. A few image ahu occur 
inland, but it is notable that the majority are 
located at the interface between land and 
sea. Many of the ahu platforms have canoe-
shaped bases and all had a poro-paved (beach 
boulder) ramp at their front (Fig. 1). In front 
of the ahu were plazas, which are presumed 
to have been places for ceremonies. Near 
the ahu these plazas were paved with poro, 
and beyond, landward, they were cleared of 
land stone and levelled (Fig. 1). Ahu thus 
physically link land and sea with two sea 
metaphors: boat and sea boulders (Hamilton 
et al., 2011). The positioning of these ahu 
concurrently monumentalised, blocked and 
controlled the boundary between land and 
sea, with sea access being via a poro-paved 
ramp that is often located to one side of the 
ahu (Hamilton, 2010). Conceptually, ahu are 
located at the interface between the world 
of the living and that of the dead/ancestors, 
who were processed, deposited and monu-

mentalised at the ahu. This land-edge loca-
tion aligns with the Polynesian concept that 
on death the soul travels westward across the 
sea to the point of ancestral origin of the voy-
aging colonisers (Hamilton, 2010). 

We have likewise explored concepts of 
boundaries and interfaces between concep-
tual worlds for Rapa Nui’s hare paenga (Ham-
ilton and Richards, in press). The hare paenga 
are often located just beyond and overlook-
ing the ahu plaza, at the juncture with land-
scapes of the Island’s interior that are packed 
with domestic architecture and rock gardens. 
The hare paenga share the same visual, sea-
related metaphors as the ahu in being boat-
shaped in plan with poro pavements in front. 
Exceptionally, examples up to c.9m long and 
1.6m high existed, as reported on during a 
brief visit by HMS Portland in 1853 (Richards, 
2008: 86). In general, however, they have 
excessively substantial stone foundations 
with holes drilled at regular intervals to take 
light, stake superstructures. John Gilbert, 
Master of the Resolution, described them in 
1774 as being covered with combinations 
of plantain and other leaves with rush and 
grass thatch, and as being from c.3.5m long 
and 1.2m in height at their centre (Richards, 
2008: 17). Interestingly, the hare paenga 
foundations are made of the stones from 
many preceding houses, often five or six, and 
this can be tracked quite precisely via the 
mismatched combinations of stone widths, 
half pu (hole/s) and entrance stones reused 
in the main sections of the house founda-
tions (Fig. 9). Hare paenga can thus be con-
sidered to be conceptually and physically 
ancestral houses with foundations of line-
ages of stone, just as ahu were places associ-
ated with lineages of ancestors. 

The hare paenga encountered by Pierre 
Loti in 1872 (2004: 69–73) are described 
as darkened/dim inside with – at certain 
times – sunbeams penetrating the ‘hole that 
serves as a door’. The entrance gaps of hare 
paenga are less than 50cm wide and entry 
required crawling on hands and knees to get 
through the diminished height of the entry 
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point. Several accounts suggest that the hare 
paenga were used primarily for sleeping 
(e.g. Loti, 1872 [2004]: 73), but the larger 
ones may have been community/assembly 
houses (Metraux, 1971: 200). The excessive 
bulkiness of the foundation stones suggests 
that this curbing also had a conceptual role 
in protecting a key boundary between the 
exterior worlds of the living and the interior 
worlds of the sleeping/assembly (Hamilton 
and Richards, in press). Just as the seaward 
ramp down the side of an ahu was a conduit 
between the real and conceptual worlds of 
land and sea, with the last sight on going 
down the ramp being the eyes of the statues, 
entering and exiting a hare paenga appears 
to have been a graded and controlled tran-
sition. For the hare paenga this included a 
phenomenological transition from light to 
dark and from upright position to scrabbling 
on all fours – and vice versa on exit. The hare 

paenga entrance also appears to have been 
symbolically guarded. An illustration by Loti 
(in 1872) shows two small statues either side 
of a hare paenga entrance and he describes 
one house entrance as being ‘guarded by 
two granite divinities with sinister expres-
sions’ (Loti, 1872 [2004]: 69). Metraux (1940 
[1971]: fig. 17) illustrates two small pillars on 
either side of a house entrance at Ahu Te Peu, 
which may have served a similar purpose, 
and mentions the existence of ‘small stone 
images’ of a similar size. This has led us to 
search for small stone statues of which there 
turn out to be a substantial number in the 
Island’s museum stores (Fig. 9).

Thus, albeit at a different scale to the con-
figuration of an ahu, or monumentalisation 
of the vents and cones and entry/exit routes 
of fossil volcanoes, the hare paenga may have 
shared a common, Island-wide cosmology in 
which the boundaries between different con-

Fig. 9: Hare paenga (canoe-shaped houses). Clockwise from top left: lay-out of the stone 
base of hare paenga (photo: A. Stanford); Mike Seager Thomas with one of the ‘house gods’ 
in the Island’s museum (MAPSE) store; and two hare paenga foundations comprising the 
foundation stones of several former hare paenga (photos: M. Seager Thomas).
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ceptual works were considered to be danger-
ous to the extent that they required to be 
marked and strengthened through architec-
tural devices. 

Conclusion
The above but touches upon some of the 
themes, findings and interpretative trails 
of LOC’s recent work on Rapa Nui. It is an 
interim observation with a number of sam-
ples waiting dating and further analysis/
fieldwork to come. For the moment what 
this article hopes to express is an exem-
plification of the complexity of Rapa Nui’s 
archaeology and its ingenuity of expression 
that can only be fully revealed when studies 
have been carried out across multiple cat-
egories of architecture and activity. ‘Under-
standing’ this ingenuity benefits from its 
consideration within a Polynesian frame-
work of cosmology. An integrated perspec-
tive on Rapa Nui’s archaeology and its use 
of stone par excellence is where the revela-
tion of the weight of its exceptionality must 
surely lie.
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